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"1st Quarter" 2017 Newsletter
Team SMC
Hello and thanks for reading our (ahem!)
"1st Quarter" 2017 Newsletter. There
have been several changes since the
beginning of the year, primarily my
realization that there aren't eight days in
a week or 30 hours in a day. In response
to this great revelation, I started the
process of splitting up my workload and
building a team for my consulting
practice.
So, there won't be any articles or references to 5S/Lean/Quality materials this time
around... I want to dedicate this newsletter to the four people who work "behind the
scenes" helping me keep my focus on serving you as a consultant, advisor,
facilitator, and coach.
First, my wife Laura, a mixed media and fiber artist, is MY consultant and
brainstorming teammate. Many times I find myself stuck in "left-brain mode",
thinking about metrics and goals and results and all of those other
logical/managerial functions. When I need a timeout to pull in the "right-brain" and
whack me into process and relationships and "the big picture", Laura's there to
bring me back into balance.

Maya Bouldry-Morrison is our
transgender daughter and has the gift of
blending Mom's right-brain art and
process and Dad's left-brain logic and
engineering. Maya graduated from the
University of New Hampshire with an
English degree and is a professional DJ
and electronic musician. In between live
shows and performances as Octo Octa,
she occasionally supports me on-site for
projects and audits, develops many of my spreadsheets, completes first-pass data
analysis, identifies missing information, and drafts reports. She basically scoops up
all of the raw data I collect on visits and works with me to put it all together into a
meaningful document to send back to you.
Heather Vitella (Cover Crop Marketing) and I met
through a state-wide volunteer organization several
years ago. She helped me develop most of my original
sales/marketing planning and she created and refined
my website, www.s-morrison.com. The latest revisions
were completed in January-February, and the site relaunched on March 8th, the same day as my LMC
Annual Meeting Education Session on 5S/Lean.
The newest member of the team is Donna Hartley, whom
I met through a mutual friend in town. Donna co-owned a
transportation business for many years and is now on her
own working with several local businesses as an office
manager, bookkeeper, and administrative assistant. It has
been great the last few weeks having Donna on board
keeping "the back office" running smoothly while I'm
traveling out to see you.
We'll catch up with new materials soon! Thanks again for your business (past,
current, and/or future) and for your support.
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